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Abstract
To examine the multi-annual to decadal scale variability of the Atlantic Merid-
ional Overturning Circulation (AMOC), a four-member ensemble with a daily re-
analysis forced, medium-resolution global version of the isopycnic coordinate ocean
model MICOM, and a 300-years integration with the fully coupled Bergen Climate
Model (BCM), have been conducted.
The simulations of the AMOC with both model systems yield a long-term mean
value of 18 Sv and decadal variability with an amplitude of 1–3 Sv. The power spec-
trum of the inter-annual to decadal scale variability of the AMOC in BCM generally
follows the theoretical red noise spectrum, with indications of increased power near
the 20-years period. Comparison with observational proxy indices for the AMOC,
e.g. the thickness of the Labrador Sea Water, the strength of the baroclinic gyre cir-
culation in the North Atlantic Ocean, and the surface temperature anomalies along
the mean path of the Gulf Stream, shows similar trends and phasing of the variability,
indicating that the simulated AMOC variability is robust and real.
Mixing indices have been constructed for the Labrador, the Irminger and the
Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) Seas. While convective mixing in the Labrador
and the GIN Seas are in opposite phase, and linked to the NAO as observations
suggest, the convective mixing in the Irminger Sea is in phase with or leads the
Labrador Sea. Newly formed deep water is seen as a slow, anomalous cold and
fresh, plume flowing southward along the western continental slope of the Atlantic
Ocean, with a return flow of warm and saline water in the surface. In addition, fast-
travelling topographically-trapped waves propagate southward along the continental
slope towards equator, where they go east and continue along the eastern rim of the
Atlantic.
For both types of experiments, the Northern Hemisphere sea level pressure and
2 m temperature anomaly patterns computed based on the difference between cli-
mate states with strong and weak AMOC yields a NAO-like pattern with intensified
Icelandic low and Azores high, and a warming of 0.25–0.5◦C of the central North
Atlantic sea surface temperature (SST). The reanalysis forced simulations indicate a
coupling between the Labrador Sea Water production rate and an equatorial Atlantic
SST index in accordance with observations. This coupling is not identified in the
coupled simulation.
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1 Introduction
The stability and variability properties of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC) have been the focus of a series of recent observational and numerical based stud-
ies. There are several reasons for the general interest in the AMOC: Time series of temper-
ature proxies from polar ice caps and marine sediments (e.g., Bond et al. 1993; Clark et al.
2002) indicate that the North Atlantic-European region has experienced changes in the
surface temperature of 5–10◦C on multi-annual to decadal time scales, the last warming
taking place under the transition from the last glacial maximum to the Holocene. These
transitions, known as Dansgaard-Oeschger (rapid warming) and Heinrich (rapid cooling)
events (Alley 1998), are generally believed to be linked to variations in the strength of the
AMOC (Clark et al. 2002).
For the present day climate system, the Atlantic Ocean transports about 1.2 PW of
heat poleward of 25◦N, or 20–30% of the total heat flux carried by the atmosphere-ocean
system at this latitude (Hall and Bryden 1982; Lavin et al. 1998; Trenberth and Caron
2001). The northward heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean contributes therefore to the
anomalous mild climate over large parts of North Atlantic and Europe (e.g., Rahmstorf
and Ganopolski 1999). Consequently, changes in the AMOC have the potential to change
the climate in this region. The latter possibility is considered as one of the major chal-
lenges in climate change (Broecker 1997; O’Neill and Oppenheimer 2002): How stable is
the AMOC to human induced greenhouse warming, and is a weakening or even a (near)
collapse of the AMOC likely to occur in the near future? Model results are by no means
conclusive regarding this question (Cubasch et al. 2001).
Direct observations of the strength and variability of the AMOC have not been con-
ducted, mainly due to the 3-D basin scale extent of the circulation. In the simplest model
of the system, warm and relatively saline surface waters of tropical-subtropical origin
flows poleward. During the northward flow, heat is lost to the atmosphere, leading to a
gradual increase of the density of these water masses. At some locations, for instance in
the Greenland-Iceland-Norwegian (GIN) and Labrador Seas region (Dickson and Brown
1994), the surface water may become sufficiently dense during late winter, triggering con-
vective mixing to intermediate or abyssal depths. These dense and cold water masses, to-
gether with subsurface water masses of polar origin flowing southward through the Fram
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Strait, constitute the source waters of the southward flowing branch of the AMOC.
There is observational-based evidence for a decreasing trend in the southward flow of
dense waters from the Nordic Seas (Hansen et al. 2001). A freshening of the overflow
waters is also observed (Dickson et al. 2002). Since these water masses are part of the
AMOC, this may suggest that the strength or the structure of the circulation is changing.
However, a recent study with the Hadley Centre atmosphere-ocean general circulation
model (AOGCM) indicates that this may not be the case (Wu et al. 2003). Furthermore,
analysis of observed hydrography from the Atlantic sub-tropical and sub-polar gyres in-
dicate that the AMOC-system exhibit strong variations on multi-annual to decadal time
scales (e.g., Curry et al. 1998; Frankignoul et al. 2001; Curry and McCartney 2001).
A variety of model studies show decadal to multi-decadal variability modes in the
strength of the AMOC. The variability modes have been explained in terms of internal
ocean variability caused by interactions between the AMOC, the North Atlantic sub-polar
gyre, and the transport of heat and salt into the convective mixing regions (Weaver and
Sarachik 1991; Weaver et al. 1991, 1993; Delworth et al. 1993), as a coupled atmosphere-
ocean mode of the Northern Hemisphere (Timmermann et al. 1998; Weaver and Valcke
1998), or as an oceanic response to atmospheric forcing (Griffies and Tziperman 1995;
Delworth and Greatbatch 2000).
From AOGCMs, having increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases (some models
also include scenarios of the atmospheric aerosols), a 30–50% reduction (e.g., Mann and
Park 1994; Dixon et al. 1999; Wood et al. 1999; Mikolajewizc and Voss 2000), or a near
stabilization (e.g., Latif et al. 2000; Gent 2001; Sun and Bleck 2001) of the AMOC are
found at the end of the 21st century. Furthermore, climate simulations going beyond
year 2100, usually performed with models of intermediate complexity, show generally
a reduced (e.g., Stocker and Schmittner 1997) or even a complete shutdown (Rahmstorf
and Ganopolski 1999; Stocker and Schmittner 1997; Schmittner and Weaver 2001) of the
AMOC.
The obtained differences in the model-predicted evolution of the AMOC may have
a series of explanations. First of all, it is possible that the fate of the AMOC depends
on the maximum atmospheric CO2 concentration and on the rate of CO2 increase (e.g.,
Stocker and Schmittner 1997; Clark et al. 2002). This can explain some of the apparent
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differences between the model integrations ending at or going beyond year 2100 since
the various emission scenarios become more uncertain, and consequently diverge, with
time. Furthermore, the simulated stability of the AMOC may depend on the actual model
system (GCM versus model of simplified complexity), the horizontal/vertical model res-
olution, the parameterization of unresolved topographic features and horizontal/vertical
mixing processes, the realism of the sea-ice component, the treatment of continental run-
off, the ability for the model to describe the major natural climate variability modes and
the climate sensitivity of the model system, the use of heat and/or fresh water flux adjust-
ments, the actual spatial temperature and salinity distributions in key regions (especially
in the convective mixing regions of the North Atlantic Ocean), and so on.
The overall aim of this study is to contribute to the general understanding of the inter-
annual to decadal scale natural variability modes of the AMOC for the present-day climate
state. For this, the Bergen Climate Model (BCM) system (Furevik et al. 2003; Otterå et al.
2003a,b), consisting of a modified global version of the ocean model MICOM including
a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice module, and the atmosphere general circulation model
(AGCM) ARPEGE/IFS, is used. This climate model system is among the very few sys-
tems that utilizes an isopycnic coordinate ocean general circulation model (OGCM). BCM
is also flexible in that arbitrary grid meshes (and consequently, arbitrary land-sea masks)
can be used for the atmosphere and ocean components (Furevik et al. 2003).
To assess the simulated natural variability modes obtained by BCM with fairly uni-
form grid meshes, a four-member ensemble of an essential identical version of the OGCM
has been integrated with atmospheric reanalysis fields (Kalnay et al. 1996) for the period
1948–1999. In the following analysis, results from both the coupled (BCM) and the
ocean-only (reanalysis forced MICOM) integrations are presented, together with the cor-
responding observed quantities, if available. Special emphasis are put on the formation,
propagation and decay of thermodynamic anomalies in the Atlantic Ocean from the equa-
tor and northwards, their influence on the AMOC, and vice versa. It is clear from the
complexity and the still incomplete theoretical understanding of the system (e.g., Jayne
and Marotzke 2001; Johnson and Marshall 2002), that in-depth studies involving theoret-
ical and observational analysis, together with (simplified and complex) model studies, are
required to significantly improve our understanding of the AMOC.
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The main motivation of the study is based on the believe that better knowledge of
the present-day system has the potential to reduce the uncertainty in climate change pre-
dictions in general, and for the Atlantic-European climate system in particular. In addi-
tion, improved understanding of the major natural variability modes is a prerequisite for
performing – if possible – multi-annual to decadal predictions of the Atlantic-European
climate.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the model system used for the
simulations presented here. As the AOGCM has been documented in a separate paper
(Furevik et al. 2003), most of the section is devoted to the description of the OGCM ex-
periments. Section 3 presents the model results. Focus is put on the simulations of the
deep convective mixing and the AMOC. Both surface forcing in the convective mixing re-
gions and basin-scale response to the deep convective mixing are addressed. In section 4,
comparison with observation based indices are presented and the various findings dis-
cussed. Other model studies concerning AMOC variability are also discussed. Section 5
concludes the paper.
2 Model system
The model system applied in this study consists of the MICOM (Miami Isopycnic Coordi-
nate Ocean Model) OGCM (Bleck et al. 1992), a sea-ice module consisting of the Hibler
III (1979) rheology in the implementation of Harder (1996) and the thermodynamics of
Drange and Simonsen (1996), and the ARPEGE/IFS (Action de Recherche Petite Echelle
Grande Echelle/Integrated Forecast System) AGCM (De´que´ et al. 1994). The coupling
of the atmosphere-sea ice-ocean model components is controlled by a modified version
of the OASIS (Ocean Atmosphere Soil Sea Ice) software described by Terray and Thual
(1995); and Terray et al. (1995).
2.1 The Bergen Climate Model
A general description of BCM is given in Furevik et al. (2003), and only a brief outline
is given here. The AGCM is run with a horizontal resolution of TL63 (2.8◦ along the
equator) on a reduced gaussian grid, with 31 layers in the vertical. The atmospheric
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concentration of CO2 is held fixed at 353 ppm, whereas aerosol particles are held constant,
consistent with the present day values. The OGCM and sea-ice components in BCM are
identical to those of the ocean-only integrations described below, with the exception that
the horizontal grid has a 2.4◦ resolution along the equator with one pole over Siberia and
the other over the South Pole. The grid cells are approximately square except in a band
along the equator where the meridional grid spacing is gradually increased to 0.8◦ to allow
the equatorial-confined dynamics to evolve in the system.
In the BCM simulation presented here, sea-surface salinity (SSS) and sea-surface tem-
perature (SST) are flux adjusted based on annual repeated heat and fresh water fluxes
diagnosed as weekly averaged fields from the spin-up integration of the coupled system
(Furevik et al. 2003). Continental run-off is distributed to the appropriate coastal grid
cells of the OGCM. The global mean SST and SSS fields show a climate drift of 0.14◦ C
and 0.03 psu over 100 years. This drift is comparable to the drift of most of the coupled
models participating in the coupled model intercomparison project (CMIP) (Covey et al.
2003).
2.2 The OGCM
2.2.1 General features
For the ocean-only integrations, the MICOM OGCM was configured with a local horizon-
tal orthogonal grid system with one pole over North America and one pole over western
part of Asia (Bentsen et al. 1999). The horizontal resolution is 60–80 km over the en-
tire North Atlantic region between 30–60◦N. Another integration with doubled horizontal
resolution has also been conducted. The overall features from the latter integration are
consistent with the 60–80 km resolution results presented here, although local differences
exist. A third integration with four times the resolution is presently under way.
The OGCM has 24 layers in the vertical, of which the uppermost mixed layer (ML)
has a temporal and spatial varying density. The specified potential densities of the sub-
surface layers are chosen to ensure proper representation of the major water masses in
the North Atlantic/Nordic Sea region. The densities of the isopycnic layers are listed in
Table 1.Table 1
The vertically homogeneous ML utilizes the Gaspar et al. (1990) bulk parameteriza-
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tion for the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, and has temperature, salinity and layer
thickness as the prognostic variables. In the isopycnic layers below the ML, tempera-
ture and layer thickness are the prognostic variables, whereas salinity is diagnostically
determined by means of the simplified equation of state of Friedrich and Levitus (1972).
If an isopycnic layer is lighter than the ML, convective mixing is parameterized by in-
stantaneously transferring the mass from the isopycnic layer into the ML and mixing the
dynamic and thermodynamic variables within the deepened ML. The bathymetry is com-
puted as the arithmetic mean value based on the ETOPO-5 data base (Data Announcement
88-MGG-02, Digital relief of the Surface of the Earth, NOAA, National Geophysical Data
Center, Boulder, Colorado, 1988).
The thermodynamic module incorporates freezing and melting of sea-ice and snow
covered sea-ice (Drange and Simonsen 1996), and is based on the thermodynamics of
Semtner Jr. (1976); Parkinson and Washington (1979); and Fichefet and Gaspar (1988).
The dynamic part of the sea-ice module follows the viscous-plastic rheology of Hibler
III (1979), where sea-ice is considered as a two-dimensional continuum. The dynamic
ice module has been further modified by Harder (1996) to include description of sea-ice
roughness and the age of sea-ice, and utilizes the positive definite advection scheme of
Smolarkiewicz (1984).
The continuity, momentum and tracer equations are discretized on an Arakawa C-grid
configuration (Arakawa and Lamb 1977). The diffusive velocities (diffusivities divided
by the size of the grid cell) for layer interface diffusion, momentum dissipation and tracer
dispersion are 0.02 m s−1, 0.025 m s−1 and 0.015 m s−1, respectively, yielding actual
diffusivities of about 103 m2 s−1. A flux corrected transport scheme (Zalesak 1979; Smo-
larkiewicz and Clark 1986) is used to advect the model layer thickness and the tracer
quantities.
The diapycnal mixing coefficient is parameterized according to the Gargett (1984)
expression Kd = C N−1, where C = 3 × 10−7 m2 s−2 and N = (gρ−1∂ρ/∂z)1/2 is the Brunt-
Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency (g is the gravitational acceleration, ρ is the density, and z is the depth).
The numerical implementation of the diapycnal mixing follows the scheme of McDougall
and Dewar (1998).
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2.2.2 Ocean-only spin-up and forcing
For the ocean-only simulations presented here, the model was initialized by the January
Levitus and Boyer (1994) and Levitus et al. (1994) climatological temperature and salinity
fields, respectively, a 2 m thick sea-ice cover based on the climatological sea-ice extent
(Gloersen et al. 1992), and an ocean at rest. The model was then integrated for 150 years
by applying the monthly mean NCEP/NCAR reanalysis fields (Kalnay et al. 1996), and
thereafter forced with daily reanalysis fields twice for the five year period 1974–1978. The
parameterization of surface fluxes using the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis fields is described
in Bentsen and Drange (2000).
During the first 150 years of the integration, the ML temperature and salinity were re-
laxed towards the monthly-mean climatological values of respectively Levitus and Boyer
(1994) and Levitus et al. (1994). The relaxation is carried out by applying fluxes of heat
and salt proportional to the SST and SSS differences between model and climatology, re-
spectively. The e-folding relaxation time scale was set to 30 days for a 50 m thick model
ML, and it was increased linearly with ML thicknesses exceeding 50 m. No relaxation
was applied in waters where sea-ice is present in March in the Arctic and in September
in the Antarctic to avoid relaxation towards temperature or salinity outliers in the poorly
sampled polar waters. In addition, the mismatch between model and climatology were
limited to |∆SST| < 1.5 ◦C and |∆SSS| < 0.5 psu in the computation of the relaxation
fluxes. This e.g. avoids extreme fluxes in the vicinity of the western boundary currents
which are not realistically separated from the coast with the current model resolution.
Continental run-off is included by adding fresh water into the appropriate coastal grid
cells (Furevik et al. 2003).
For the integrations presented here, annually repeated heat and fresh water relaxation
fluxes with weekly temporal resolution were added to the ML. In this way, temperature
and salinity anomalies are free to evolve and propagate, whereas the mean thermody-
namic state is kept fairly unchanged. It was found that such a procedure is of special
importance for the SSS field, indicating problems with the forcing (either the prescribed
NCEP/NCAR precipitation or run-off fields, or the computed evaporation field), or inher-
ent model deficiencies in the representation of for instance horizontal advection processes
or vertical mixing of the surface waters. The weekly heat and fresh water relaxation fluxes
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were diagnosed from the last 5 years of the spin-up integration. For this period, daily forc-
ing fields for the period 1974–1978 were applied. The period was chosen as it represents
a fairly neutral state of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The first NCEP/NCAR
model integration was then initialized from the ocean end state of the 160 years spin-up
integration.
2.3 Model integrations
Two types of model integrations are performed: A 300 years control integration with the
BCM in the setting described above, and a total of four integrations with the uncoupled
OGCM, forced with daily NCEP/NCAR reanalysis fields for the period 1948–1999. For
the latter integrations, the ensemble members differ by different initial conditions only:
Member two is initialized from year 1976 of member one, member three is initialized
from the ending state (year 1999) of member one, and member four is initialized from
the ending state of member three. The ocean-only integrations yield a total of 208 model
years.
3 Model results
3.1 The simulated AMOC
A common diagnostics for the AMOC is the strength of the overturning, either extracted
within a certain latitude-depth interval, or at a fixed latitude. In the upper panel of Fig. 1,
the simulated annual mean AMOCs (in Sv=106 m3 s−1) from the ocean-only integrationsFigure 1
in the latitude band 20◦N-50◦N are shown for the period 1948–1999. Irrespective of the
initial conditions, the AMOCs show the same trend and variability after an adjustment
time of 5–10 years (this result also holds for the conducted integration with doubled hori-
zontal resolution). In particular, the model realizations yield minima round year 1960 and
1980, maxima round 1975 and 1995, and a gradual increasing trend from 1960 to 1995.
Decadal scale variability is also found in the 300 years BCM simulation (lower panel
of Fig. 1). From the coupled integration, variability modes on longer time scales are
also present. Whether these modes are real or are caused by deficiencies of the coupled
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system, is hard to assess. However, the focus of this study is on decadal scale variability,
so the long term variability has been filtered in most of the analysis presented here.
The leading mode of the variability in the simulated AMOC is displayed in Fig. 2 asFigure 2
the first Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) and the corresponding Principal Compo-
nent (PC) of the overturning stream function. The leading EOF of the ensemble mean
of the ocean-only and the coupled integrations explain 79% and 57% of the variance, re-
spectively. Differences between the obtained EOF patterns, although fairly similar, could
be related to the positive trend in the AMOC in the ocean-only runs, whereas both in-
creasing and decreasing AMOC periods are present in the coupled system. The leading
PCs have a simultaneous correlation of 0.97 and 0.86 with the strength of the AMOC in
the ocean-only and BCM experiments, respectively. Consequently, PC1 of the AMOC is
an excellent proxy for the intensity of the basin scale overturning. In von Storch et al.
(2000), the leading EOF of the Atlantic overturning stream function is computed using
four 1000 year integrations performed with different AOGCMs. The four EOFs explains
the variance by 41–56%, and the corresponding PC’s have maximums in the range 1.6–2.4
Sv. It is most meaningful to compare these results with the EOF of our 300 year coupled
integration, and this reveals that we get a structure very similar (but slightly weaker) to
the structure obtained from three out of the four integrations presented in von Storch et al.
(2000).
3.2 Convective mixing indices
The power spectrum of PC1 of the overturning stream function in BCM is displayed in
Fig. 3, together with an estimated theoretical red noise spectrum. Compared to the redFigure 3
noise spectrum, the PC1 spectrum has less energy at periods 3.5–7 years, elsewhere it
generally follows the red noise spectrum. Some increased power is found near the 20
year period. As the focus of this study is on multi-annual to decadal time scales, the
following analysis will be based on time periods larger than 5 years. In addition, the
analysis of the BCM integration has been limited to time scales less than 100 years to
remove most of the long-term variability seen in the lower panels of Figs. 1 and 2.
It is well established that there is a clear correspondence between formation of in-
termediate to deep waters in the North Atlantic and the AMOC (e.g., Mauritzen and
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Ha¨kkinen 1999; Eden and Jung 2001; Curry and McCartney 2001). In the following,
three deep-water formation sites in the North Atlantic Ocean are identified and examined,
and thereafter linked to the variability in the simulated AMOC.
The locations of the convective mixing in the ocean-only integrations and the BCM
simulation are fairly similar (Fig. 4), and are found in the Labrador, Irminger and GINFigure 4
Seas. The classical picture is that deep convective mixing takes place in the Labrador
and the GIN Seas, but not in the Irminger Sea. However, as pointed by Pickart and
Lavender (2000) and Pickart et al. (2003), historical and recent observations indicate that
the Irminger Sea is a region of deep convective mixing. This is also the case for the
modelling results presented here.
Convective mixing indices are constructed as the normalized mean February to April
(FMA) ML volume in the areas where the FMA ML depth exceeds 1500 m at least once
during the actual integration (the shaded areas in Fig. 4). In Fig. 5, the monthly mean
ML thickness for the Labrador, Irminger and GIN Seas are shown. The maximum MLFigure 5
is between 100 and 200 m deeper in the BCM experiment compared to the ocean-only
integrations, but otherwise very similar. For both types of model experiments, the convec-
tive mixing penetrates deepest in the Irminger and GIN Seas (1000–1400 m on average),
whereas there is mixing to 600–800 m in the Labrador Sea.
Since the focus of this paper is on the natural variability of the AMOC, the interannual
variability of the ML is as important as the actual convective mixing depths. The vari-
ability of the ML depth, represented as year-to-year standard deviation for each month,
is plotted in the lower panels of Fig. 5. It is seen that for both the ocean-only and the
BCM experiments, the ML variability in the Labrador Sea exceeds that of the Irminger
Sea by 100–150 m. Furthermore, the GIN Sea ML variability is largest in the ocean-only
simulations. The latter could be linked to the extreme change in the NAO-forcing over the
last 50 years, and a generally weaker vertical density stratification in the GIN Seas than
in the Labrador Sea.
The general agreement between the ocean-only and coupled experiments with respect
to the location of the convective mixing regions, the annual cycle in the mixing depths
and, with the exception for the GIN Seas, the temporal variability of the mixing, suggests
that the overall structures of the convective mixing in the two types of model experiments
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are consistent and comparable.
3.3 Cross-correlations
Cross-correlations between the obtained convective mixing indices for the Labrador, Irminger
and GIN Seas are displayed in Fig. 6. For both types of model experiments, maximumFigure 6
correlation exists between the convective mixing in the Labrador and Irminger Seas, with
a tendency for convective mixing in the Irminger Sea to lead that of the Labrador Sea.
In addition, the convective mixing in the Labrador and the GIN Seas is significantly anti-
correlated, at zero time lag.
The switching of the convective mixing between the Labrador and the GIN Seas is
also seen in hydrographic observations for the last 50 years (Dickson et al. 1996), with
deeper (weaker) than normal mixing in the Labrador Sea when the NAO index is high
(low). The correspondence between convective mixing and the leading PC of the Northern
Hemisphere sea-level pressure (SLP) is plotted in Fig. 7, showing that the Labrador SeaFigure 7
mixing (and for the ocean-only integrations, the Irminger Sea mixing) vary in accordance
with the leading mode of the Northern Hemisphere SLP (NAO). The convective mixing
in the GIN Seas is anti-correlated with the strength of the NAO in the coupled simulation
while this is not that obvious in the ocean-only simulations.
The cross-correlation between the convective mixing indices and PC1 of the AMOC
is shown in Fig. 8. It follows that the decadal scale variabilities of the AMOC are notFigure 8
strongly related to the simulated deep-water formation in the GIN Seas at the 95% con-
fidence level. This finding is in accordance with the study of Mauritzen and Ha¨kkinen
(1999). However, for both experiments, convective mixing in the Labrador and Irminger
Seas leads to an intensified AMOC with lags of 0–5 years, with a tendency for the
Irminger Sea mixing to take place a few years prior to the onset of the Labrador Sea
mixing.
3.4 Surface forcing
Furevik et al. (2003) found that the NAO mode of variability is captured by the coupled
model, with realistic frequency distribution and area of influence. It is well established
that there is a strong link between the NAO and the formation of Labrador Sea Water
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(LSW), and subsequently on the AMOC (e.g., Curry and McCartney 2001; Eden and
Jung 2001). However, several of the observed and simulated multi-annual to decadal
scale variability modes can not easily be described in terms of a passive response to NAO
(Dong and Sutton 2001). To examine the simulated ocean response to the atmospheric
forcing in the two types of experiments presented here, the Labrador and the Irminger
Seas convective mixing indices have been lag correlated with the total heat flux and the
associated SLP anomalies. It turns out that both types of model experiments show near
identical lag correlations. Therefore, only the lag correlations obtained from the BCM
experiment is shown here.
The obtained results for the Labrador Sea for zero time lag are displayed in Fig. 9.Figure 9
Figure 10 From these panels, the classical NAO forcing pattern with the three-pole total heat flux and
Figure 11 the dipole NAO type SLP distributions are apparent (Marshall et al. 2001). Consequently,
the formation of LSW is tightly related to the NAO forcing in BCM (and in the ocean-only
integrations; see also Fig. 7).
The situation for the convective mixing in the Irminger Sea is different, however, as
seen in Fig. 10. Here the deep convection is associated with lower than normal SLP
over the southern part of the Nordic Seas leading to anomalously strong northerly winds
over the Irminger Sea. Associated with this, the North-East Atlantic experiences cooling.
The model experiments therefore indicate that convective mixing in the Labrador Sea is
related to atmospheric forcing that resembles the NAO pattern, whereas the Irminger Sea
mixing is mainly associated with a situation with locally increased northerly winds.
That the convective mixing indices of the Labrador and Irminger Seas may or may
not act in concert is demonstrated in Fig. 11. It follows that regimes exist where the
two mixing indices act together, leading to an intensified/weakened AMOC, or that they
evolve in different directions, leading to a reduced/cancelled effect on the AMOC.
Lag correlation plots for the total fresh water flux and the convective mixing indices
have also been generated. It was found that changes in the fresh water forcing did not
correlate with the three indices, and these results are therefore not shown.
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3.5 Localized responses to convective mixing anomalies in the sub-
polar region
Lag correlations along vertical sections are a powerful diagnostics to examine the forma-
tion, propagation and decay of thermodynamic and dynamic anomalies. Here we present
density, temperature, salinity and velocity anomaly correlations with respect to the leading
PC of the AMOC from the BCM integration along two sections: One section follows the
western continental slope of the Atlantic Ocean, and the other the 48◦N parallel (Fig. 12).
The corresponding fields from the ocean-only integrations resemble those presented here,Figure 12
and are therefore not displayed.
For the section along the western continental slope (Fig. 13), density anomalies caused
by temperature, and to some extent by salinity, form at lag of +6 to +4 years in the sub-
polar gyre. These anomalies grow with time, and a deep southward propagating signal is
seen as cold, fresh and dense water. From the velocity panels, it follows that the southward
flow of dense water is compensated by a northward velocity anomaly. It is also seen that
the surface water density anomaly disappears at lags < −2 years, and that this is caused by
warm and saline surface waters, with the former overcompensating the effect on density
compared to the latter.
In the section along 48◦N (Fig. 14), the deep southward propagating signal is clearly
seen as a plume of cold and fresh water. Furthermore, the velocity response has a baro-
clinic structure with a northward component over the uppermost 2000 m of the water
column in the western part of the basin. The northward component carries warm and
saline waters, leading to a negative density anomaly there. The reduced density of the
northward surface and near surface flow tends to inhibit convective mixing when these
waters reach the sub-polar gyre. This is also shown in the density panels of Fig. 13 at
lag −2 and −4 years. In this way, the previous convective mixing event can generallyFigure 13
Figure 14 not be maintained over time due to the high temperature of the northward flowing surface
waters. At the same time, the accompanying supply of saline surface waters acts as a
preconditioning factor for the following convective mixing event when the surface water
becomes sufficiently cooled.
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3.6 Basin-scale responses to variations in the AMOC
The barotropic responses to the variations in PC1 of the BCM AMOC are displayed in
Fig. 15 (the results from the ocean-only integrations are very similar, and therefore notFigure 15
shown). It follows from the panels in Fig. 15 that associated with the deep convective
mixing in the Irminger and Labrador Seas prior to maximum AMOC, there is an intensi-
fication of the sub-polar gyre circulation. Maximum response (correlation > 0.6) is found
two years prior to maximum AMOC. In addition, the barotropic stream function of the
northward part of the sub-tropical gyre correlates positively with PC1 of the AMOC. The
latter finding is consistent with a northward displacement, and also an intensification, of
the Gulf Stream system. Therefore, positive SST and SSS anomalies are found in the
region of the intensified Gulf Stream system as is seen in Fig. 14.
A striking feature in Fig. 15 is a fast propagating positive anomaly along the western
boundary of the Atlantic Ocean. When the anomaly reaches the equator, it propagates
along the equator, before disappearing. The propagating speed associated with this feature
far exceeds the advective speed with an estimated value of 0.02 to 0.04 m s−1 based on
Lagrangian observations (Bower and Hunt 2000). The simulated feature is similar in
structure and characteristics to coastally trapped baroclinic (Kelvin) waves, initiated by
the newly formed intermediate to deep water masses in the sub-polar gyre, as discussed
in e.g., Kawase (1987); Yang (1999); Johnson and Marshall (2002). When the Kelvin
waves reach the eastern coast at the equator, they propagate northwards and southwards
along the coast, radiating Rossby waves westward into the ocean interior, and gradually
disappears (Johnson and Marshall 2002).
Since the layer interfaces in an isopycnic coordinate OGCM can be viewed as material
surfaces (with the exception of the applied diapycnal mixing), a model with this choice of
vertical coordinate is well suited for studying propagation of anomalies manifested in the
layer interface depths. It is therefore not surprising that the same structure is found in the
lag correlation between PC1 of the AMOC and the σ0 = 27.71 interface depth as shown
in Fig. 16. A positive anomaly is formed in the convective locations in the sub-polar gyreFigure 16
at lags +6 to 0 years, and thereafter propagates southward along the western rim of the
Atlantic. At lag −2 years, the anomaly reaches the equator, and continues eastward along
the equator. At lag −4 years, a weakened anomaly is seen northward along the eastern
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coast. There are also indications of signals that radiate back into the ocean interior from
the eastern coast, both findings in general accordance with the wave propagation theory
mentioned above. It should also be noted that for lags exceeding 2 years, the sub-tropical
and equatorial Atlantic correlates negatively with the PC1 of the AMOC. All of these
changes are significant at the 95% level.
Based on hydrographic observations for the period 1945–1993, Yang (1999) showed
that an equatorial dipole index, defined as the difference between northern (0–20◦N) and
southern (0–20◦S) Atlantic SSTs, correlates with the observed thickness variations of the
LSW with a lag of about −5 years (correlation coefficient was +0.68). Yang (1999) argues,
and also shows by means of an idealized set-up of a z-level OGCM, that the equatorial
SST structure is a consequence of the variability of the LSW about 5 years prior to the
occurrence of the equatorial SST dipole.
The analysis of Yang (1999) have been repeated based on the ocean-only and the
BCM experiments. The results obtained from the ocean-only integrations are displayed
in Fig. 17. For a time lag of 6 years (in contrast to the 5 years lag proposed by YangFigure 17
(1999)), there is a tight correspondence between the simulated LSW production rate and
the equatorial SST dipole. It should be noted that in the ocean-only integrations, the trop-
ical dipole index follows the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis closely, and is not an independent
feature.
Interestingly, a similar lag-correlation is not found in the BCM experiment (not shown),
despite the significant dynamical response in the equatorial region as shown in Figs. 15
and 16. This will be discussed in the next section.
4 Discussion
The presented model experiments indicate that a direct comparison between the simulated
AMOC and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index of e.g. Hurrell (1995) show some,
but a far from conclusive, correspondence between the two quantities (e.g., section 3.4).
However, the simulated AMOC minima in 1960 and 1980, and the maxima round 1975
and 1995, resemble observed variations of the core thickness of LSW (Curry et al. 1998).
Correspondingly, the variability of the simulated AMOC is fairly consistent with the At-
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lantic transport index proposed by Curry and McCartney (2001) representing the strength
of the baroclinic gyre circulation in the North Atlantic Ocean (top panel in Fig. 18).Figure 18
Another type of proxy which is thought to be linked to the AMOC (Frankignoul et al.
2001; Rossby and Benway 2000) is the Gulf Stream indices by Taylor and Stephens
(1980) and Joyce et al. (2000). The first of these indices represents the north-south move-
ment of the core of the Gulf Stream water as it leaves the American coast near Cape
Hatteras, whereas the second index represents the temperature anomalies along the mean
Gulf Stream path. The latter index, based on the variability in the simulated SST field as
described in conjunction with Fig. 4 of Frankignoul et al. (2001), is computed for all four
ocean-only simulations and is displayed in the mid panel of Fig. 18. The ensemble mean
of these indices is in general agreement with the Joyce et al. (2000) index (Fig. 18, lower
panel).
From the presented comparisons with the observational based transport index of Curry
and McCartney (2001) and the Gulf Stream index of Joyce et al. (2000), we conclude that
the overall phasing of the simulated decadal scale AMOC variability, and the obtained
trend from 1960 to 1995, are robust results, at least for the applied OGCM. The actual
amplitude of the decadal scale variability modes and the slope of the trend are, however,
hard to assess based on comparison with observational based indices. Model studies car-
ried out with z-level OGCMs (e.g., Eden and Jung 2001) yield similar results, indicating
that these conclusions are not model dependent.
Furthermore, the general similarity between the ocean-only integrations and the BCM
experiment lead us to conclude that the simulated multi-annual to decadal variability is
independent of the two model configurations. The major exception to this statement is
the failure of BCM to reproduce the coupling between the AMOC and the tropical dipole
index. There could be several reasons for this discrepancy: Another study (Frankignoul
et al. 2003) indicates that in the coupled model the heat flux feedback is to strong and
the SST anomalies are too short-lived in the tropical Atlantic compared to observations,
or that the second half of the 20th century (the period with observational data) is untypi-
cal due to greenhouse gas forcing, the possibly related gradually strengthening NAO, or
other factors. Continued observations of the convective mixing in the sub-polar region
and of the equatorial Atlantic SST, analysis of other coupled models, and possibly im-
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provements of BCM’s performance in the tropical Atlantic, are needed to assess these
questions. Provided the results of Yang (1999) are representative and robust, it follows
that the sub-polar convective mixing and the Atlantic tropical SST variations are linked
through the AMOC, and that this link can feed back to the atmospheric circulation through
anomalous heat fluxes in the tropics with a time lag of 5–6 years.
A series of studies with OGCMs (Weaver and Sarachik 1991; Weaver et al. 1991,
1993) show variability of the AMOC caused by internal ocean processes. In these stud-
ies, the OGCMs are driven by wind, restoration of sea surface temperature (SST) to pre-
scribed values, and specified freshwater fluxes (mixed boundary conditions). It is con-
cluded based on the studies that the specification of the freshwater forcing is the dominant
factor in determining the models internal variability.
Delworth et al. (1993) finds, using an AOGCM, irregular oscillations of the AMOC
with a time scale of approximately 50 years. They explain this as a primarily ocean-only
mode of variability, which arises from the interplay of the AMOC, the North Atlantic
subpolar gyre circulation, and the transport of heat and salt into the main sinking region
of their model. Using a box-model for the ocean, Griffies and Tziperman (1995) found
decadal scale variability of the overturning circulation when their model was driven by
stochastic atmospheric forcing. The variability was explained as a damped oscillatory
mode. Weisse et al. (1994) describes a similar damped oscillatory mode of the AMOC by
stochastically forcing an OGCM.
A decadal time scale coupled atmosphere-ocean mode of the Northern Hemisphere
is described by Timmermann et al. (1998). This mode involves the AMOC and its in-
teraction with the atmosphere in the North Atlantic and interactions between ocean and
atmosphere in the North Pacific. Weaver and Valcke (1998); Delworth and Greatbatch
(2000) addressed the conflicting explanations of the AMOC variability by investigating
several OGCM simulations with different atmospheric forcing. Both studies excluded the
variability as an ocean-only feature. Weaver and Valcke (1998) concluded that the decadal
AMOC variability is a mode of the full coupled system, while Delworth and Greatbatch
(2000) found that the variability should largely be viewed as an oceanic response to the
atmospheric forcing, although air-sea coupling appears to modify the amplitude of the
variability.
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The similarity between the two types of model experiments presented here (ocean-
only vs. coupled model) supports the view that the decadal scale variability of AMOC is
a response to atmospheric forcing, a forcing that is associated with pressure anomalies in
the vicinity of Iceland and the Azores.
The presented results have focussed on the formation, propagation and decay of ther-
modynamic and dynamic anomalies in the Atlantic Ocean. A major challenge for cli-
mate research is to assess the degree of predictability of the Atlantic-European climate,
and consequently, to understand mechanisms for possible coupling modes between the
AMOC and atmospheric circulation regimes (e.g., Bjerknes 1964). This aspect has not
been explicitly addressed here.
However, it follows from section 3.3 that the Labrador Sea convective mixing index
correlates with the leading mode of the Northern Hemisphere SLP at zero time lag, and
with the AMOC at zero to 5 years time lag. The spatial structure of the SLP and the 2 m
temperature anomaly fields for the composite of years with strong minus years with weak
AMOC are shown in Fig. 19. The obtained SLP pattern is similar to the classical NAO-Figure 19
pattern with centers of action in the vicinity of Iceland and the Azores. It follows that
the pressure difference is increased on average by 5 mbar in years with strong compared
to weak AMOC. The corresponding 2 m temperature response gives a warming over the
central North Atlantic of 0.25–0.5◦C, and a cooling of the same magnitude in a region ex-
tending eastward of the Azores. A mechanistic understanding of these responses, possibly
together with the tropical dipole SST pattern discussed in section 3.6, are needed to better
understand the coupling between the atmosphere and ocean systems on multi-annual to
decadal time scales.
5 Conclusions
The surface temperature of large parts of the North Atlantic-European region is excep-
tionally high compared to the corresponding zonal mean, at least partly caused by the
loss of heat from the Gulf Stream-North Atlantic Drift systems. Climate proxies from ice
cap and ocean sediment cores show that the region has experienced a series of excessive
and rapid cooling events, possibly linked to a significant reduction in the strength of the
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AMOC. It is also speculated that continued human induced pollution of the atmosphere
may lead to a reduced, or even to a near total collapse, of the AMOC.
Here we present results from four 52 years integrations with the isopycnic coordinate
OGCM MICOM, and one 300 years control integration with the Bergen Climate Model
consisting of MICOM coupled to the AGCM ARPEGE/IFS.
It is shown that the ocean-only and coupled integrations are generally very similar.
It is found that the multi-year to decadal scale variability in the AMOC is governed by
convective mixing in the Labrador and the Irminger Seas. Apparently, the GIN Seas
region does not play an active role, at least on the time scales addressed here. It is further
found that the formation of intermediate to deep water masses in the Labrador Sea is
mainly determined by the NAO-forcing, whereas convective mixing in the Irminger Sea
is mainly found after periods with enhanced local northerly (and cold) wind anomalies.
Peak AMOC typically occurs 2–4 years after the occurrence of convective mixing events
in the sub-polar region. It is further demonstrated that the AMOC could remain almost
unchanged if the convective mixing anomalies in the Labrador and Irminger Seas have
different sign. It is therefore the net effect of the two contributions that force the multi-
annual to decadal scale anomaly of the AMOC in the model systems presented here. This
result is of potential importance for monitoring of the system as convective mixing indices
from the Labrador Sea may not necessarily pick up all of the major variability modes of
the AMOC.
Two distinct responses follow the deep convective mixing along the continental slope
of the West Atlantic Ocean: A slow advection of a deep plume of cold and fresh water,
and a fast wave signal. It is found that the latter signal reaches the equator in a few years.
Comparison with theoretical work and modelling with idealized OGCMs indicate that the
wave signal is a topographically-trapped wave that travels southward, then eastward near
the equator, and finally northward and southward along the eastern rim of the Atlantic
coast, from where Rossby waves radiates into the ocean interior.
From the ocean-only integrations, high positive correlations are found between the
variability of the AMOC and a tropical SST dipole at a time lag of about 6 years. This
correlation is consistent with observations for the last 50 years, and is also consistent with
idealized model experiments. This correspondence is, however, not present in the BCM
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experiment. Consequently, the difference between the two model experiments need to be
sorted out.
It is further shown that for both types of experiments, the Northern Hemisphere SLP
and 2 m temperature anomaly patterns computed based on the difference between climate
states with strong and weak AMOC yields a NAO-like pattern with intensified Icelandic
low and Azores high, and a warming of 0.25–0.5◦C of the central North Atlantic SST.
These correlations, together with the tropical dipole anomaly, are two potential candidates
for the signature of coupled ocean-atmosphere modes in the Atlantic Ocean. Further work
is needed to address this possibility.
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noise spectrum found by fitting a first order autoregressive process. The
dashed lines are the 95% confidence limits about the red noise spectrum. 39
4 The shading shows the areas in the ocean-only simulations (left) and the
BCM simulation (right) where the mean February to April mixed-layer
depth exceeds 1500 m at least once during the simulations. In the left
panel, the different shadings indicate how many of the realizations that ex-
perience deep convective mixing at each location, going from light shaded
(one realization) to dark shaded (all four realizations). . . . . . . . . . . 40
5 The annual cycle in the ML depth in the selected regions (see Fig. 4)
for the ensemble-mean of the ocean-only simulations (top left) and the
coupled simulation (top right). Annual cycle in the interannual variability
of the ML depth, here represented as standard deviations for each month,
are presented in the lower panels. Labrador Sea is shown as solid line,
Irminger Sea as dashed line, and GIN Seas as dotted line. . . . . . . . . 41
32
6 Cross-correlation between convective mixing indices for the ensemble
mean of the ocean-only simulations (left) and BCM (right). Positive lag
indicates that the first location in the legend, lags the second. The v-
shaped dashed lines indicate the 95% significance level. . . . . . . . . . 42
7 Cross-correlation between convective mixing index and PC1 of Northern
Hemisphere SLP (calculated from 20–80◦N) for ensemble mean of ocean-
only simulations (left) and coupled simulation (right). Positive lag means
that the SLP PC1 lags the convective mixing. The v-shaped dashed lines
indicate the 95% significance level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43
8 Cross-correlation between the convective mixing indices and PC1 of the
AMOC for the ensemble mean of the ocean-only simulations (left) and
BCM (right). The time series have been high-pass filtered with a third
order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency 1/100 yr−1. Positive lag
means that the overturning lags the convective mixing. The v-shaped
dashed lines indicate the 95% significance level. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
9 Correlations between total heat flux anomalies (positive downwards, left
panel) and the convective mixing index in the coupled integration for the
Labrador Sea. The same analysis with SLP is shown in the right panel.
Both heat flux and SLP are November trough April averages. The time
series have been band-pass filtered with a third order Butterworth filter
using cut-off frequencies at 1/100 and 1/5 yr−1. The light shaded area
indicates the 95% significance level. Positive (negative) correlations are
given by solid (dashed) lines. Contour intervals are 0.25, 0.4 and 0.6, with
increasing thickness of the contour lines with increasing correlations. . . 45
10 As Fig. 9, but with the convective mixing index for the Irminger Sea. . . . 46
33
11 Mixing indices for the Irminger Sea (thin line) and the Labrador Sea (thin
dashed line), together with the leading PC of the AMOC (thick line).
The top panel shows the ensemble mean time series from the ocean-only
simulations, while the three lower panels are from the BCM simulation.
The time series have been high-pass filtered with a third order Butterworth
filter with cut-off frequency 1/100 yr−1, smoothed with a 3 year running
mean, and finally normalized. The two convective mixing indices have
been shifted 4 years forward in time to better match the PC of the AMOC. 47
12 The location of the vertical sections used in Figs. 13 (left panel) and 14
(right panel). The sections end where the arrow is drawn. In Fig. 13, the
velocity is directed along the section, with positive correlations indicating
anomalous southward flows. In Fig. 14, the velocity is normal to the
section, with positive correlations indicating anomalous northward flows. 48
13 Lag correlations between potential density (first column), temperature
(second column), salinity (third column), and velocity (forth column)
along the section shown in the left panel of Fig. 12, and the leading PC of
the AMOC from the BCM experiment. The time series have been band-
pass filtered with a third order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequencies
1/100 and 1/5 yr−1. The light shaded area indicates the 95% significance
level. Positive (negative) correlations are given by solid (dashed) lines.
Contour intervals are 0.25, 0.4 and 0.6 with increasing thickness of the
contour lines. The lags (in years, positive when AMOC is leading) are
indicated in the lower left corner of the panels. Section length (depth) is
7943km (4500m). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
14 As Fig. 13, but for the section along 48◦N, see Fig. 12. Section length
(depth) is 3868km (4000m). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
15 Lag correlations between the barotropic stream function and PC1 of AMOC
in the BCM experiment. Filtering, contouring and significance as for
Fig. 9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
16 Lag correlations between the σ0 = 27.71 interface depth anomalies and
PC1 of the AMOC. Filtering, contouring and significance as for Fig. 9. . 52
34
17 Ensemble mean of the leading PCs of the AMOC (solid line) and Atlantic
tropical dipole index (dashed line) from the ocean-only simulations. The
time series have been high-pass filtered with a third order Butterworth
filter with cut-off frequency 1/20 yr−1. The overturning PC is leading the
dipole index by 6 years, and both time series have been smoothed with a
5 year running mean. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
18 Top panel: Ensemble mean of the first PCs of the Atlantic overturning
stream function from the ocean-only simulations (solid line) and the At-
lantic Transport Index (open circles) as defined in Curry and McCartney
(2001). Middle panel: The Gulf Stream index for each of the ocean-only
simulations (dashed lines) and the ensemble mean of the four members
(solid line). Lower panel: The simulated ensemble mean Gulf Stream in-
dex (solid line, and the same as shown in the mid panel), together with the
Gulf Stream index constructed from XBT data at 200 m during 1954–98
as used in Frankignoul et al. (2001) (dashed line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
19 Left panel: The difference in SLP (mbar) in the BCM experiment for the
months November-April for the composite of years with the PC1 of the
AMOC exceeding one standard derivation (15 years) and receding one
standard derivation (10 years). Long term variability has been removed
from the AMOC time series prior to the analysis. Right panel: As for the
left panel, but for 2 m temperature (◦C). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
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Layer σ0 Layer σ0 Layer σ0 Layer σ0
1 7 26.52 13 27.63 19 27.94
2 24.12 8 26.80 14 27.71 20 27.98
3 24.70 9 27.03 15 27.77 21 28.01
4 25.28 10 27.22 16 27.82 22 28.04
5 25.77 11 27.38 17 27.86 23 28.07
6 26.18 12 27.52 18 27.90 24 28.10
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